You demand strength, durability and powerful
performance in your lawn tractor. We offer you more.
Cub Cadet’s strongest tractors ever deliver the ultimate
owner experience. Comfort and command at every
turn. Breakthrough cutting and catching performance.
Responsive handling. Versatility. Strength you can trust.

WARRANTY
5 YEAR CHASSIS, FRONT AXLE & FABRICATED DECK SHELL
DOMESTIC WARRANTY.
3 YEAR UNLIMITED HOUR UNIT DOMESTIC WARRANTY
(INCLUDES POWERTRAIN).
90 DAY UNIT COMMERCIAL WARRANTY.
ENGINE WARRANTY AS PER MANUFACTURER.
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XT2 Enduro Series Advantages

NEW STANDARD
IN COMFORT
Refined ergonomics,
bold new styling and
a high-back seat
with armrests for
added comfort.

CORROSION
DEFENCE SYSTEM
WITH E-COAT
Best-in-class protection
for amazing durability
and appearance.

STRONGER
DECKS
Extra-tough
fabricated decks
for added
durability.

INCREDIBLE
RESPONSIVE HANDLING
New steering system
delivers optimal
command and
control.

SMOOTH AND
SIMPLE OPERATION
Hydrostatic
Transmissions no shifting, just push
a pedal and go.

ADVANCED CUTTING
PERFORMANCE
New cutting system
for durability and
breakthrough catching
performance.

XT2 Enduro Series Advantages
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The XT2 Series delivers high levels of power, control and
durability. These lawn tractors are ideal for challenging
terrain, hauling and attachment use.

MODELS AVAILABLE:
LX 46 with a powerful 22hp Kohler®
7000 Series V-Twin OHV engine and a
117cm (46”) fabricated deck.
LX 54 with a powerful 26hp Kohler®
7000 Series V-Twin OHV engine and a
137cm (54”) fabricated deck.
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XT2 Enduro Series Advantages

Shown without arm rests.

ADDED COMFORT
The NEW Cub Comfort™ seat with a 10° incline and
slide feature gives you the ultimate in ergonomic riding
to suit your own individual needs. The high-back seat
comes with standard armrests to ensure you stay
comfortable and at ease especially when mowing the
lawn for longer periods.

LESS SLIP MORE GRIP

HEAVY-DUTY CUTTING DECKS

Every XT2 lawn tractor comes standard with premium Multi Trac
tyres featuring an aggressive tread design that directs the power
straight to the ground, minimising slip and spinning, even on wet
grass. That means less turfing, more precise manoeuvring and
better results for your lawn.

A tougher cutting system design and construction ensures you
will always experience unbeatable durability, amazing catcher
performance and the pristine Cub Cadet Signature Cut™ giving you
the ideal lawn.

XT2 Enduro Series Advantages
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